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Ant-Man Vol. 1
Bethany, an angel in love with the mortal boy Xavier, is tricked into a motorcycle
ride that ends up in Hell, where a demon bargains for her life in exchange for
something that may destroy her loved ones.

The Invisibles Book One Deluxe Edition
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Orphan Black meets Lord of the Flies in this riveting new thriller from the co-author
of the Virals series. It's been happening since Min was eight. Every two years, on
her birthday, a strange man finds her and murders her in cold blood. But hours
later, she wakes up in a clearing just outside her tiny Idaho hometown—alone,
unhurt, and with all evidence of the horrifying crime erased. Across the valley,
Noah just wants to be like everyone else. But he’s not. Nightmares of murder and
death plague him, though he does his best to hide the signs. But when the world
around him begins to spiral toward panic and destruction, Noah discovers that
people have been lying to him his whole life. Everything changes in an eye blink.
For the planet has a bigger problem. The Anvil, an enormous asteroid threatening
all life on Earth, leaves little room for two troubled teens. Yet on her sixteenth
birthday, as she cowers in her bedroom, hoping not to die for the fifth time, Min
has had enough. She vows to discover what is happening in Fire Lake and uncovers
a lifetime of lies: a vast conspiracy involving the sixty-four students of her
sophomore class, one that may be even more sinister than the murders. From the
Hardcover edition.

Captain America: Steve Rogers Vol. 1
Everything you thought you knew about witches is wrong. They are much darker,
and they are much more horrifying. Wytches takes the mythology of witches to a
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far creepier, bone-chilling place than readers have dared venture before. When the
Rooks family moves to the remote town of Litchfield, NH to escape a haunting
trauma, they're hopeful about starting over. But something evil is waiting for them
in the woods just beyond town. Watching from the trees. Ancientand hungry.
Collects Wytches #1-6. SPECIAL LOW INTRODUCTORY PRICE OF $9.99!

Ant-Man
Forgetless is the biggest party in New York, but now it's ending. On the final guest
list: Sara and Sonia, struggling models turned professional killers; Derrick, a failed
T-shirt maker and hypnotist's assistant turned You-Tube porn impresario; and a sexaddicted koala (don't ask).

Nemesis
Zoe Bird is going nowhere fast. She’s angry and lonely, and her only true friend is
her granny, whose Alzheimer’s is worsening. When her parents put Granny in a
home, Zoe decides now is the time to break free. She smuggles Granny out and
together they hit the tracks on a cross-country trip to find Zoe’s long-lost uncle.
But there will be some home truths along the way. . . An emotional story about
family, surviving school and being true to yourself for fans of The Art of Being
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Normal and Unbecoming.

Bedlam Vol. 1
“THE WAR OF JOKES AND RIDDLES” part four! War is hell. Unless it’s in Gotham
City, where it’s so much worse. The clash between The Joker and the Riddler
continues to escalate, with the rest of the city’s villains picking sides and joining in.
In the midst of the battle, Batman must try to save whoever he can while knowing
he will forever be haunted by those he can’t.

The Way Back Home
Imagine waking up in the dead of night to find your hot new neighbour dangling
out of your window. What’s more, he's clutching your tattiest bra in his hand.
What. The. Actual. Fudge. When bad boy Alec Wilde moves in next door to Riley,
sparks fly. After their 'unconventional' introduction, Riley is determined to get her
own back. A nemesis is just the distraction she needs: inside, she's barely holding
it together. It's game on. But behind the banter, there's a side to Alec that Riley
actually likes. How can she get through to the real him when she can't even take
herself seriously? PRAISE FOR A BAD BOY STOLE MY BRA "Sweet, funny and with a
surprising heart Bra kleptomania aside (what the actual fudge is that all about?!),
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teenage-me would have killed to live next door to Alec Wilde." – ELEANOR WOOD,
author of Becoming Betty "This book is a joy to read. Smart, hilarious and full of
fun!" – KATY BIRCHALL, author of The It Girl series "Warm, funny and seriously
cute, this book will make you laugh, make you cringe and have you cheering for
Riley from start to finish." – MAGGIE HARCOURT, author of Unconventional

Paper Against Gold
Fillmore Press was once Madder Red, a homicidal maniac and criminal overlord
who terrorized the town of Bedlam for years. Then he got better. This is what
happens next. A double-sized introduction to a blood-soaked cityscape of murder,
mayhem, and mystery by NICK SPENCER (MORNING GLORIES, THIEF OF THIEVES)
and RILEY ROSSMO (REBEL BLOOD, GREEN WAKE)!

A Bad Boy Stole My Bra
Scott Lang has never exactly been the world's best superhero. But when the
superior Iron Man calls with a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, Scott's going to get
the chance to turn it all around and be the hero he's always dreamed of being.

Forgetless
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"MAMMON" ALL HAIL GOD MONEY! From JONATHAN HICKMAN (EAST OF WEST,
Secret Wars, Avengers) and TOMM COKER (UNDYING LOVE) comes a new cryptonoir series about the power of dirty, filthy money and exactly what kind of people
you can buy with it. THE BLACK MONDAY MURDERS is classic occultism where the
various schools of magic are actually clandestine banking cartels who control all of
society: a secret world where vampire Russian oligarchs, Black popes, enchanted
American aristocrats, and hitmen from the International Monetary Fund work
together to keep ALL OF US in our proper place.

Bedlam #10
One of Grant Morrison's most controversial and trippiest and abstract comic book
titles! Follow the adventures of The Invisibles, a secret organization out to battle
against physical and psychic oppression brought upon humanity by the
interdemsional alien gods of the Archons of Outer Church! Collects THE INVISIBLES
#1-12, ABSOLUTE VERTIGO #1.

Hades
Fillmore Press, formerly the maniacal crime lord Madder Red, is trying to protect
the city he once terrorized  but what happens when the city turns on itself? No
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one is safe when a new killer emerges, pulling unseen strings and wreaking chaos
on every corner. Collects BEDLAM #7-11

Captain America: Sam Wilson Vol. 3
Sixteen of the world's most notorious serialkillers were all born and raised in
Buckaroo, Oregon. What is happening in thissmall town that has created so many
serial killers? The worst and most infamousbeing Edward Charles Warren
theNailbiter! Joshua Williamson and MikeHenderson deliver a mystery that mixes
Twin Peaks with the horror ofSe7en! The critically acclaimed hit thrillercontinues
with more shocking horror! Is there a new serial killer fromBuckaroo?! Are
unlocking the town's deep secrets worth selling yoursoul? Fans of Wytches,
Outcast and TheWalking Dead will enjoy this bloodydrama! This deluxe oversized
hardcovercollects the issues #11-#20 issues of Nailbiter and features bonus
materialnever before collected including sketches, a process section, the
originalpitch, and script pages.

Rebel Blood
Rated M for mature.
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The Superior Foes of Spider-Man Volume 1
Fillmore Press was once Madder Red, a homicidal maniac and criminal overlord
who ruled the city of Bedlam. Now he's been cured of his mania, and says he wants
to help protect the place he once terrorized -- but can he be trusted? 188-Pages!
Collects BEDLAM 1-6!

Nailbiter Vol. 2: The Deluxe Murder Edition
Collects Amazing Spider-Man (2018) #37-43. Spider-Man can’t be in four places at
once — or can he?! Peter Parker’s life is as complicated as ever, but is science the
answer? Meanwhile, J. Jonah Jameson starts his new life as a podcast host — and
his first guest is Spider-Man! JJJ and Spidey have been on pretty good terms for a
while now, so it’s only fitting that “Jolly” Jonah would sabotage all that and put the
entire city in danger, right? Plus: The wall-crawler must roll the dice in the Palace,
the new super villain casino run by none other than Chance! And Spidey’s odds
don’t look good. But while Peter’s life gets ever crazier, what’s Boomerang up to?
And what does it have to do with Mayor Kingpin?

Amazing Spider-Man By Nick Spencer Vol. 8
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Cram ten hormonal teens into a spaceship and blast off: that’s the premise for the
ill-conceived reality show Waste of Space. The kids who are cast know everything
about drama—and nothing about the fact that the production is fake. Hidden in a
desert warehouse, their spaceship replica is equipped with state-of-the-art special
effects dreamed up by the scientists partnering with the shady cable network
airing the show. And it’s a hit! Millions of viewers are transfixed. But then,
suddenly, all communication is severed. Trapped and paranoid, the kids must
figure out what to do when this reality show loses its grip on reality.

Batman/Shadow: The Murder Geniuses
Sixteen of the world's most notorious serial killers were all born and raised in
Buckaroo, Oregon. What is happening in this small town that has created so many
serial killers? The worst and most infamous being Edward Charles Warrenthe
Nailbiter! JOSHUA WILLIAMSON and MIKE HENDERSON deliver a mystery that mixes
Twin Peaks with the horror of Se7en! Collects NAILBITER #11-20, plus never-beforecollected bonus features including sketches, a process section, the original pitch,
and script pages.

Archie by Nick Spencer Vol. 2
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Out in the Arctic Ocean, the research vessel Alesia manages to capture a
mysterious Magnapinna squid, an animal never before captured by mankind. The
researchers, led by Maria, decide to take the specimen back to port in Bergen,
Norway. However, what they bring home isn’t just a scientific wonder but also a
thing more horrific than Pandora’s Box. Soon, madness creeps into the crew of the
Alesia and friends become monsters.

Bedlam #1
"Originally published in single magazine form as Descender #12-16"--Indicia.

The Vessel of Terror
SCIENCE IS THE NEW ROCK 'N' ROLL! So said Dade Ellis, Simon Grimshaw, Emerson
Strange, and Thomas Walker at the dawn of a new age of enlightenment that
ushered in a boom in scientific advancement. As the research supergroup World
Corp., they became the most celebrated scientists of all time. They changed the
world--and we loved them for it. But where did it all go wrong? And when progress
is made at any and all cost, who ultimately pays the price? Collects NOWHERE MEN
#1-6
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Nailbiter: the Deluxe Murder Edition
As Gotham City’s guardian, Batman has investigated nearly every kind of
murder—but he’s never seen a homicide as strange as this. The death of Lamont
Cranston, an Arkham Asylum employee, leads the Dark Knight Detective to an
impossible conclusion: the crime was committed by a man also named Lamont
Cranston, who died more than 50 years ago—a man better known as the Shadow.
The Shadow is definitely alive and kicking, however, and once Batman picks up his
trail he will stop at nothing to bring him to justice. But it soon becomes clear that
the hunter and his quarry are both entangled in a much larger web of evil—a
conspiracy that threatens everything they have sworn to protect. Now Batman and
the Shadow must put aside their differences to stop a terrifying new foe called the
Stag, who has set his sights first on Gotham and then the world. And this merciless
monster has a partner of his own: the Clown Prince of Crime himself, the Joker. Can
the Shadow and the Bat stop this unholy alliance? Or will these two brilliant crimefighters fall victim to the twisted genius of their archnemeses? New York Times
best-selling author Scott Snyder joins forces with acclaimed talents Steve Orlando
and Riley Rossmo for BATMAN/THE SHADOW: THE MURDER GENIUSES—an actionpacked thriller decades in the making!

Waste of Space
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Scott Lang has never exactly been the world's best super hero. Heck, most people
don't even think he's been the best Ant-Man! And the last guy invented Ultron and
joined the Masters of Evil, so that's saying something. But when Iron Man calls with
a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, Scott's going to get a second chance to be the
hero he's always dreamed of becoming! Then, Scott faces off against his old foe
the Taskmaster, but who is the mystery villain pulling the strings? And when AntMan needs to pull off an impossible break-in, he assembles a new gangof
criminals! Because that's what heroes do, I guess. Sure, he's been to prison, had a
messy divorce and wasum, dead for a while there. But this time is different! This
time nothing is gonna stop the astonishing Ant-Man! Collecting Ant-Man (2015)
#1-5.

Darkness Follows
Welcome to Harmony 5: A secure prison camp where the rebellious and the
discordant are broken. The rules are simple here: obedience or death. But in a
world this dark, what has Amity got to lose? "A gripping, fascinating thriller" Lancashire Evening Post on Broken Sky

Revival 1
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The breathless finale to the New York Times bestselling Rebel of the Sands series
will have you on the edge of your seat until the dust from the final battle clears!
When gunslinging Amani Al'Hiza escaped her dead-end town, she never imagined
she'd join a revolution, let alone lead one. But after the bloodthirsty Sultan of Miraji
imprisoned the Rebel Prince Ahmed in the mythical city of Eremot, she doesn't
have a choice. Armed with only her revolver, her wits, and her untameable Demdji
powers, Amani must rally her skeleton crew of rebels for a rescue mission through
the unforgiving desert to a place that, according to maps, doesn't exist. As she
watches those she loves most lay their lives on the line against ghouls and enemy
soldiers, Amani questions whether she can be the leader they need or if she is
leading them all to their deaths.

The Infinite Vacation
Officer Dana Cypress investigates a brutal murder and finds herself dealing with
both alive and undead suspects after the dead came back to life in her rural central
Wisconsin town.

Bedlam
Tor.com's Best Comics of2018 THE WICKED + THE DIVINE writerKIERON GILLEN
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teams up with artist supernova STEPHANIE HANS (WicDiv, JourneyInto Mystery) for
her first ongoing comic. DIE is a pitch-black fantasy where agroup of fortysomething adults have to deal with the returning, unearthlyhorror they only just
survived as teenage role-players. If Kieron's in a rush,he describes it as ""Goth
Jumanji"", but that's only the tip of this obsidianiceberg. Collects issues #1-5 ofDIE

Bedlam #11
Low Vol. 1
In the small, sad village of Green Wake, lost souls wash up to the shore and
mysteries are investigated as to whom might be the murderous suspect.

Wytches
The buildup to the biggest cosmic event of all! Hyperion and Captain Universe
begin the godlike education of the transformed Savage Land children. But when
the High Evolutionary stakes his claim on the Children of the Sun, Hyperion learns
the true cost of the decisions he's madeand the techno-titan Terminus returns!
Then, the prelude to Infinity begins as all of Earth's Origin Sites go active - and the
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planet begins communicating with something much more ancient than humans.
And when alien races fleeing an intergalactic terror crash to Earth, Captain
Universe and Manifold must take a trip across the universe. But whatever
happened to Ex Nihilo, Abyss, Starbrand and Nightmask? As the Avengers recruit
more members to deal with the mounting threat, the Builders enter the Marvel
Universe - and Infinity is upon us. COLLECTING: AVENGERS 12-17

You'll Know When You Get There
The finale to the explosive second arc is here! The city is on its knees, manipulated
into causing its own destruction and only Fillmore Press can save them now.

The Black Monday Murders #1
Fillmore Press was once Madder Red, a homicidal maniac and criminal overlord
who ruled the city of Bedlam. Now he's been cured of his mania, and says he wants
to help protect the place he once terrorized - but can he be trusted?

Green Wake
Falling.
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Hero at the Fall
He's back! The original Sentinel of Liberty returns, with a new shield, a new team,
and a new mission! And he's not the only one who's back! Like the saying goes-cut off one head, two more will take its place! HAIL HYDRA! COLLECTING: Captain
America: Steve Rogers 1-6, Free Comic Book Day 2016 (Captain America) 1

Nowhere Men Vol. 1
Welcome to the Infinite Vacations, where alternate realities are up for sale, and
buying and trading your way through unlimited variations of yourself is as
commonplace as checking your e-mail.

Avengers Volume 3
In the wake of the Standoff , Steve Rogers is reinvigorated and back in the red,
white and blue. Sam Wilson still wields the shield, but must once again struggle to
find his place in the country he seeks to represent. Can the United States handle
two Captain Americas? Things may get even worse when Civil War erupts. Against
the backdrop of a deepening crisis, Sam is called upon to honor a fallen hero - and
speak to a divided nation. But will anyone listen to him? Maybe not with
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#givebacktheshield trending. As the battle lines form, Sam must choose a side.
But when the Americops come, what's he gonna do? COLLECTING: CAPTAIN
AMERICA: SAM WILSON 9-13

Die Volume 1: Fantasy Heartbreaker
The second arc of Nick Spencer's revitalized series featuring a modern take on
Archie Andrews and the whole Riverdale cast of characters. Spencer (Spider-Man)
teams up with co-writer Mariko Tamaki (This One Summer, Lumberjanes) and artist
Jenn St-Onge (Bingo Love, Jem and the Holograms) tell the story of Riverdale's
hottest couple: Archie and Sabrina? How did their whirlwind romance come to be,
and what does that mean for everyone else in Archie's life?

Batman (2016-) #28
Millennia ago, mankind fled the earth's surface into the bottomless depths of the
darkest oceans. Shielded from a merciless sun's scorching radiation, the human
race tried to stave off certain extinction by sending robotic probes far into the
galaxy, to search for a new home among the stars. Generations later, one family is
about to be torn apart, in a conflict that will usher in the final race to save
humanity from a world beyond hope. Dive into an aquatic fantasy like none you've
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ever seen before, as writer RICK REMENDER (BLACK SCIENCE, Captain America)
and artist GREG TOCCHINI (Last Days of American Crime) bring you a tale of
mankind's final hour in the cold, deathly dark of the sea. Collects LOW #1-6.

Descender Volume 3: Singularities
As the 1960s ended, Herbie Hancock embarked on a grand creative experiment.
Having just been dismissed from the celebrated Miles Davis Quintet, he set out on
the road, playing with his first touring group as a leader until he eventually formed
what would become a revolutionary band. Taking the Swahili name Mwandishi, the
group would go on to play some of the most innovative music of the 1970s, fusing
an assortment of musical genres, American and African cultures, and acoustic and
electronic sounds into groundbreaking experiments that helped shape the
American popular music that followed. In You’ll Know When You Get There, Bob
Gluck offers the first comprehensive study of this influential group, mapping the
musical, technological, political, and cultural changes that they not only lived in
but also effected. Beginning with Hancock’s formative years as a sideman in bebop
and hard bop ensembles, his work with Miles Davis, and the early recordings under
his own name, Gluck uncovers the many ingredients that would come to form the
Mwandishi sound. He offers an extensive series of interviews with Hancock and
other band members, the producer and engineer who worked with them, and a
catalog of well-known musicians who were profoundly influenced by the group.
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Paying close attention to the Mwandishi band’s repertoire, he analyzes a wide
array of recordings—many little known—and examines the group’s
instrumentation, their pioneering use of electronics, and their transformation of the
studio into a compositional tool. From protofunk rhythms to synthesizers to the
reclamation of African identities, Gluck tells the story of a highly peculiar and
thrillingly unpredictable band that became a hallmark of American genius.

Bedlam Vol. 2
It's a brand-new sleeper-hit series starring some of Spidey's deadliest baddies!
Boomerang and his fellow villains prove that with terrible powers come terrible
responsibiliti esand Spider-Man will soon learn that with superior villains come
superior problems! Out on bail and aiming to stay out of jail, Boomerang must get
his cronies on target - but does Frank Castle, the one-man army known as the
Punisher, have them targeted already? COLLECTING: THE SUPERIOR FOES OF
SPIDER-MAN 1-6
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